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This is bad.
Clunky controls
Texture fighting on the walls
Blank Textures
Unresponsive enemies?
No sound. Fantastic total war game, one off my favorites in the series. The standard game is fun but it lacks the napoleonic era
feeling. It's like a casual version of it. It's still a great game but if your a fan of the era you will be disappointed. But the mod
NTW3 fixes everything, just the mod is more worth playing then the standard game. The vanilla game feels like a mobile game
when you have played the mod. So I recommend buying this game and playing the mod for it.. An excellent entry in the
traditional style of the developer Nifflas! Emphasis on exploration, great variety of environments and ambiences to discover,
and relaxing platforming with some minor challenges, plus a bunch of puzzles--as always. Saira is a photographer, and you'll be
making good use of it in the game. Multiple endings, a non-linear gameworld, non-violent gameplay, and even a minigame and
an in-game radio featuring classic Nifflas tunes from Knytt Stories!

(Disclosure: I acquired this game as part of the Indie Gala 1 bundle, long before it became a free game.). great game ! great
story !

it work on windows 10 with this:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3g8QI3-j3xs
works like a charm on my resolution 3440 1440 no problems.
works with other games, soul reaver, soul reaver 2,...

for the controller to work fine you need programme on steam,
controller companion. works for all the older games ;-)

hope this help out a lot of you !

. One of the best games I played
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UNTRANSLATABLE KAMIGE RELATIONSHIP ENDED WITH DIES IRAE.
NOW MEMEMASA IS MY NEW UNTRANSLATABLE KAMIGE.. I seem to be the only guy who actually paid for this.

It was worth every cent though.. This game is great, would be greater with multiplayer. would be best with more memes. Among
the oldest games in the Sherlock Holmes series, this is perhaps the most one closest to the spirit of the original books. A crime
occurs and there is an obvious suspects that has the motive... but something doesn't fit. Go around the scenes and gather
information that leads you towards solving the mystery. Collect clues, documents and testimonies and use them to find the
correct answers to the questions that arise in relation to the crime.

This game is very good, especially considering it's a bit old now. Its stronger part is the gameplay, while graphics and UI design
leave something to be desired. Also, there are a few parts (e.g. the forest part) where you may lose, without a checkpoint and no
autosaves, which means that if you didn't save shortly before, you are screwed. There are some other minor annoyances such as
having to remove the quickbar (can be done with a single button press), in order to go to the previous area or find a clue.

Although there are better options out there, this is a nice piece of game that you won't regret getting if you are out of detective
games to play.. I personally find someting to be odd with movement and speed of the balls, on easy, and they are rarely where I
expect them. Have no problem in other similar games. Gameplay simply iritates me therefore I have stopped playing this game.
I might suggest to the game producers to include some other profiles with regards the balls and walls physics which might better
suit some players. Will revisit this review in the future.. Amazing game!!! The game is super happy and cute, and is also really
cheap and if you have some extra money and you want something short and fun to play this is a nice game to pick up and play!
While the game can be really easy at some times and really difficult at others that makes it interesting and I have thoroughly
enjoyed my experience with it so far! :D

. Good map with nice scenery and variety of routes. Much more stable than other OMSI maps. Wasn't sure about the price at
first, but it proved itself to be worth the price. I'd highly recommend this one.. Great little game! Its often the simple ideas that
are the most addictive. Rather like Space Pirate Trainer - simple yet so well executed is extremely addictive. I cannot wait for
the update (especially headers from corners). Highly recommended, and can only get better. Oh,, and its WAY harder than you
imagine before you play it. Easy to play, hard to master.
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